4 fulfilment of Old Testament promises of their return. 7 This was often seen to constitute a visible reigning over Gentile nations, and sometimes mixed with the hope for a millennial era on earth, although this was not always the case. As this form of eschatology focused on the Jews to such a great extent, it can be labelled, in Richard Cogley's term, "Judeo-centric". 8 As well as being popular in England by the 1640s, many key figures in New England held to a form of Judeo-centric eschatology. John Cotton, who was heavily influenced by the man he termed "holy Brightman", held that the Jews "shall have great power, and place, when God shall bring them in". 9 Both Richard Mather and his son Increase were also Judeocentrists, with Increase writing two works on the subject. 10 Peter Bulkeley's classic exposition of covenant theology, The Gospel Covenant (1646) spent its opening twenty-two pages arguing that a physical restoration of the Jews to Palestine was a guaranteed part of God's eschatological plan.
11
Although this should not be taken to suggest that Judeocentrism was the orthodox eschatology in either England or New England (due to the wide array of eschatological options in the period), the range of figures that held the position serves as a reminder of the complex variety of prophetic beliefs in the seventeenth century. 8 Cogley, "Fall of the Ottoman Empire," 304. 9 John Cotton, "The sixth vial," in The Powring Out of the Seven Vials: or an exposition, of the 16. chapter of the Revelation (London, 1642), 21. The pagination in this work is reset irregularly after each vial, although the pagination for the fifth and sixth vials continues unbroken. 10 The Mystery of Israel's Salvation, Explained and Applied (1669) and A Dissertation Concerning the Future Conversion of the Jewish Nation (1709). 11 Peter Bulkeley, The Gospel Covenant, or The Covenant of Grace Opened (London, 1646), 1-22. 12 As Cogley notes, it is impossible to talk about "orthodox" eschatology; we should rather discuss a range of "orthodoxies". Cogley, "Fall of the Ottoman Empire," 305.
Judeo-centrism was not an aberration, or a belief stirred up in the millenarian tumult of the interregnum -it remained popular on both sides of the Atlantic well after the Restoration.
13
One of the questions raised by Judeo-centric writers focused on the location of the "lost tribes" of Israel. The ten tribes that made up the northern kingdom of Israel (in contrast to the southern kingdom of Judah) were led into exile by the Assyrians in c. 722 BCE, and subsequently vanished from the historical record. The debate on their current location was not new in the seventeenth century, as the historical mystery of the tribes had intrigued Christian writers from the Church Fathers onwards. 14 In the mid-seventeenth century, many writers saw the return of the tribes as a vital eschatological event, as Old Testament prophecies of a return to Palestine indicated that there would be a reunion between the tribes of Judah and the tribes of Israel (e.g. Ezk. 37). Given the lateness of the apocalyptic timetable, it was believed that they would soon reveal themselves. 15 The present location of the tribes, however, was uncertain. One position, as in Brightman, found the tribes located somewhere in Asia, without any detailed speculation on their location. They would return to march across the Euphrates on their way to battle the Turk, a scenario influenced by both Rev. 16 and the apocryphal book II Esdras. A second position, famously articulated by Elizabeth's ambassador to Russia Giles Fletcher, associated 13 on the tribes in England became prominent in the mid-1640s. Discussions of the subject were aided by a series of publications of letters from New England starting in 1643 and published from 1649 under the authority of the newly formed Corporation for the Propagation of the 16 As the lost tribes were originally from the northern kingdom of Israel, they could more accurately be described as "Israelites" rather than "Jews". Puritan writers referred to the tribes as "Jews" almost without exception. I have followed seventeenth-century convention in terming the tribes "Jewish". 17 For discussions of this idea see R. W. Thorowgood's work is also notable for featuring the first English publication of a work by Portuguese-Dutch rabbi Menasseh ben Israel. Dury and fellow minister Nathaniel Homes had written to the rabbi seeking answers on the question of the location of the tribes.
Ben Israel supported the idea that, as well as being hidden in Asia, Jews were present in South America, although he argued that they had kept themselves separate from the natives there and continued to follow the Mosaic laws. 33 Winslow had first mentioned Ben Israel in
The Glorious Progress, "a great Dr. of the Jewes" in correspondence with "a Godly minister of this city" (either Homes or Dury). When asked about the location of the tribes, he had replied "that they were certainly transported into America, and that they had infallible tokens of their being there". 34 The rabbi confirmed these views through writing a pamphlet, Spes
Israelis, and by sending Dury a French translation of the remarkable story of Antonio
Montezinos which was translated into English and attached to the end of Thorowgood's
Iewes in America (1650). 35 Montezinos was a Portuguese converso who claimed that natives had introduced him to a tribe who spoke Hebrew and recited the shema. They kept themselves completely separate from the natives, and expected a time when "these sonnes of
Israel shall goe out of their habitations, and shall become Lords of all the earth as it was theirs before". 36 The things". 37 As Richard Cogley points out, for Ben Israel there was no sense in which the natives were holding on to barely remembered Jewish rituals. 38 Instead, "the Indians borrowed those of the Hebrews (who lived among them) before, or after, they went to the unknown mountains". 39 To these proofs, Ben Israel added the familiar categories of etymology, ancient ruins which resembled synagogues, and the prevalence of circumcision.
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As Amy Sturgis has noted, the Jewish Indian theory could be put to practical political uses. Dury, Ben Israel and Thorowgood were all working together to create a political platform through which the readmission of the Jews to England might be possible, despite clear differences between them. 41 The works on the tribes were also used as a way to critique or support Cromwell's foreign policy or to justify (or undermine) the New England plantation in the eyes of English readers. 42 Yet while the theory was flexible in England, it suffered what Michael Hoberman has referred to as a "remarkable" rejection in New England. 43 It is here that the influence of Judeo-centric eschatology combined with the political challenges faced by New England settlers to lead to very different reactions to the theory, even amongst those who held to the same eschatological positions. Ironically, it was the logic of Judeocentric millennialism which led to this contrasting reception. r. This should not be taken as suggesting that the case rested solely on eschatology -To his Highness also made a serious economic argument, including the productivity and profit Jewish communities would bring to England, and the loyalty of Jews due to their current lack of a homeland. See particularly.1-9. At the same time, Christian writers also emphasised both the eschatological and economic advantages of readmission at the Whitehall Conference called to discuss the issue in December 1655. See, for example, H. Jessey, A narrative of the late proceedings at White-Hall concerning the Jews, pp.8-9, These claims led to significant objections to readmission from merchants at the Conference. theory at least) the chief selling point of these pamphlets. 52 The theory found its supporters in prefaces to the work, often in the face of opposition or indifference from the other side of the Atlantic. These prefaces were both resolutely devotional, but also commercial. One purpose of these tracts was to publicise American missionary efforts, a central justification for the planation (the seal of the New England Company portrayed an Indian imploring Christians, in words taken from the Macedonians in Acts 16:9, to "Come over and help us"). 53 But the primary reason for printing the letters was to attract donations for the Company's evangelisation in New England. 54 This acts as evidence for the perceived popularity of the Jewish Indian theory -the Company clearly felt that claims that Indian evangelisation speeded the calling of the Jews would be an impetus to giving. But the theory's absence from the letters themselves speaks of New England ambivalence. As Kristina Bross has noted, New England divines were willing to allow such publications to "feed the religious fantasies of metropolitan supporters" even when "openly skeptical about the Christian Indians' Jewish origins". 55 Where English writers imagined a conversion of the Jews beginning in New England, as Jeffrey K. Jue has pointed out, Massachusetts writers looked for key apocalyptic events to occur in Europe or Asia. 56 For English writers, the Jewish Indian theory offered an opportunity to solve some of the pressing problems of settler-native relations. While Joseph Mede's theory that Native
Contrasting Receptions
Americans were a people led into America by Satan to constitute the hordes of Gog and Magog (adopted from Spanish thinkers such as Juan de Torquemada) was not widely accepted in England, 57 writers were nonetheless aware of the difficulties presented by evangelising the Indians. As Thorowgood noted, an important need "if wee meane the Indians shall be Gospellized," was that "they must first be civilized… weaned from idlenesse, and hunting, and nakednesse, they must be persuaded to labour, planting, learning, arts, and manufacture". 58 The theory suggested that the long process of "civilizing" the Indians could be significantly speeded up when their Jewish roots were recognised. This would have tangible benefits. Among English commentators, the natives were infamous for their aversion to "labour", a term that connoted settled agricultural or handicraft production, in opposition to native practices of migration and hunting. 59 Here, the "Jewish Indian" theory offered two advantages. On one level, as the Jews were famed for their trading abilities, the theory allowed its English proponents to imagine that the natives might quickly become models of economic productivity. Paradoxically, however, it also allowed English writers to project an image of idealised Judaism onto the Native Americans. As Adam Sutcliffe has recently argued, Jewish success in trading was greeted with disquiet by a number of republican writers who imagined the Jews as a primarily agrarian people whose true calling was to work the land, as they had done in ancient Palestine. By imagining that the Americans were in fact Jewish, their conversion would lead to both "civilized" productivity and to their claiming the true Jewish agrarian calling. Yet while the "Jewish Indian" theory might have appeared to have solved some of the problems of settlement, New English writers generally rejected it. Partly this was down to their greater knowledge of Indian customs. With the exception of Winslow, who presented evidence for the theory from his own "observations", supporters of the theory were entirely reliant on the academic works and correspondence networks they used for information.
Thorowgood had never been to America, allowing him to imagine the Indians as a single, homogenous people rather than a diverse collection of tribes. This was a fact l'Estrange pointed out in his criticism of the theory: "What is used in some parts of America, must not be said to be the use of America, no more than the custome of Gavelkind in Kent may be said to be the custome of England." 61 Like Thorowgood, Dury had never been to New England.
Neither had Ben Israel, nor the majority involved with the publications of the New England
Company. Their theories were based on the potentially dubious tales of people like Montezinos, 62 or speculations based on printed sources. This left them open to criticism from New Englanders. It is true that Eliot was excited when he first heard of Ben Israel's claim to have proof of the tribes' presence in America. Yet while the news heartened him, he was inherently sceptical. While Eliot was certainly a millenarian, Cotton Mather's later assertion that he was an enthusiastic supporter of the "Jewish Indian" theory is not entirely correct. 63 In though not necessarily Jewish, origin: "these are the children of Shem as we of Japhet". 64 This did not discount ben Israel's claim that the tribes were living in hiding and separation from the Indians, an idea he was later prepared to support, but Eliot was not willing to suggest that the Indians he was then preaching to might be the Jews. In a letter of 29
December of the same year, Eliot made a reference to Ezekiel 37 "not because I have any light to perswade me these are that people there mentioned, only they be dry and scattered bones if any be in the world". 65 This was a direct rejoinder to Dury's claim that the text "immediately concerned the persons to whom it was preached". 66 Nonetheless, Eliot allowed himself to hope that Montezinos's tribes might still be found, recounting the tale of the recently deceased Captain Cromwell who "saw many Indians to the Southward circumcised and…was oft conversent among them and saw it with his eyes". 67 In 1660, Thorowgood published a further letter from Eliot, featuring his "Learned Conjectures… touching the Americans", probably composed in 1653-4. 68 
Eliot had read
Iewes in America and was even willing to find some evidences of the tribes in America. But this had to be tempered: the most that might be said is that after the flood the sons of Joktan were sent into the East (Gen. 10). As these were grandchildren of Eber, it might be possible to claim that "fruitful India are Hebrewes, that famous civil (though idolatrous) nation of Other New England works which addressed both the conversion of the natives and the restoration of the Jews rejected the theory. Shepard, always sceptical of the theory, had discussed the coming of the "easterne Jews", but this was explicitly to move the location of God's eschatological action back to the old world. 74 When Wilson spoke about a "seale" on the hearts of the Indians until the Jews' conversion, he was seeing the two events as linked, but not as the same thing. This was a reference back to the inter-connected nature of the conversion referred to in Romans 11:11-22 -the "fullness of the Jews" and the "fullness of 70 Eliot, "Conjectures" in Thorowgood, Jews in America (1660), 19-20. 71 "civility" among potential converts, he argued that "till the Jewes come in, there is a seale set upon the hearts of those people", again recognising a division between Native Americans and Jews.
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The theory was therefore used as a promotional tool in the prefaces to letters appealing for English donations, but not in the plantation itself. Why was this? It might be presumed that the opportunity to identify the natives as Jews would appeal to New Englanders, for it made New England the locus of one of the key eschatological events of the age. The reality of the situation on the ground, however, precluded this possibility. Firstly, familiarity with the Native Americans and everyday dealings with them played an important part in tempering beliefs that they may be members of the tribes. Eliot's increasing reticence over the theory in later years, and Johnson's comments on the "very barbarous and uncivilized" nature of the Native Americans point to some sense of these difficulties. of native tribes. That war had been marked by violence that, while not excessive by the brutal standards of seventeenth-century European warfare, served to undermine the code of combat adhered to by Native Americans, who tended to avoid attacking non-combatants. 84 This is not to argue that the New Englanders necessarily felt great guilt over employing the same principles of extreme warfare seen in Ireland, Germany and England itself during the civil wars. 85 It is, however, to suggest that if God were to punish the enemies of the Native Americans as the rediscovered tribes of Israel, then the New England plantations found themselves in an ambivalent position. To imagine the punishment that the restored tribes would pour out was to envisage the violence that had been expended in the Pequot war on a much grander scale, recalling the sometimes ghoulish descriptions of the destruction of the Turk popular in the English apocalyptic tradition. 86 Indeed, if John Corrigan is right in arguing that settlers justified extreme violence towards Indians by characterising them as apostates and traitors to a shared religious heritage, the "Jewish Indian" theory threatened to radically reverse this picture. 87 This was to imagine that New England, in finding its enemies reclassified as God's friends, might be on the wrong side of this eschatological violence. This threatened typological representations of the plantation. When Cotton Mather recalled Miantonomi's attempts to raise an alliance against the English, he described the Narragansett as "Amorites" assaulting the "New English Israel". 88 While this kind of typology was not the dominant mode of understanding Native Americans, it remained a useful symbolic tool to resort to in times when the settlers felt threatened or were under attack. If the Native Americans were the lost tribes, however, the typology was reversed. As Judeo-centrists believed that Old Israel would rise and take power, if the Native Americans were equated with the Jews then this had alarming implications. No longer could New Englanders view themselves as the righteous driving the Canaanites and Amorites from the land. Rather, they became the occupiers and enemies of God's true Israel. The practical political implications of the "Jewish Indian" theory were therefore deeply problematic. By placing the lost tribes safely in the East, and focusing on the Holy Land as the promised theatre of conversion, New
Englanders could avoid the anxiety that identifying Native Americans with the lost tribes would cause.
These political concerns mingled with the ecclesiological implications of the "Jewish Indian" theory. The idea of a sudden, miraculous conversion of Native Americans (if they were indeed the lost tribes) was something that was difficult to reconcile with the in-depth requirements of the New England way. Firstly, this was based on a simple distrust of natives.
While there was a genuine interest in Indians as trading partners and potential military allies, the relationship between planters and natives was often governed by suspicion of their true intentions. Converts, or those who chose to dwell with the English, were viewed as potentially dangerous -Indian treachery was to be expected. 89 If individual conversions were met with distrust, then a conversion en masse would be even more suspect. 90 Indeed, as
Bross notes, the Jewish Indian theory threatened to undermine the claim that God had providentially cleared the land of its occupants through disease and natural disaster as the English arrived. 91 Opposition to the evangelistic work conducted by Eliot, despite the fact that it was officially supported both by the Bay colony and by parliament, was common.
Criticisms included the slowness of the work, as well as a general sense that the whole 89 scheme was both unnecessary and a security risk. This was often coupled with a reluctance to provide funding. 92 The idea of a sudden Jewish conversion also undermined the method of conversion promoted by New England churches. To fully demonstrate their salvation, a convert needed to be able to show that they had moved through distinct stages of awareness of sin and their depravity, struggles for assurance, the use of means (sermons, the word, devotional literature)
to gain this assurance, and finally a sense of the reality of their union with Christ. 93 Eliot's missionary model was based around this understanding of salvation. It was therefore vital that the process of conversion took several logical (and often slow) steps. The Indians had first to be "civilised", settled in towns, taught to abandon their sinful cultural practices, and educated. While preaching was occurring throughout this process, native progress towards church membership and access to the ordinances of baptism and the Lord's Supper was slow, as Eliot discovered. As early as 12 November 1648 he was already hinting at tensions over the issue: "were they but in a settled way of civility and government cohabiting together, and I caled [sic] to live among them, I durst freely joyne into church-fellowship amongst them". 94 A letter of 2 March 1649 admitted "they began to enquire after baptisme and church ordinances", at which Eliot again emphasised the importance of their settlement in "civilised" communities. 95 When the "praying town" of Natick was finally instituted in 1651, there was still no gathered church. A meeting at which converts had to present their conversion experiences in 1652 (both written and spoken before an assembly of elders and magistrates)
proved inconclusive due to a lack of time and interpreters to verify Eliot's translation. 96 A church covenant was finally granted in 1660. Americans were revealed to be the lost tribes their sudden conversion would undermine the emphasis New England's ministers placed upon the gradual process trying of individual conversions in preparation for entrance into church covenant. In other words, the discovery of the tribes in New England would destabilise the very millennial system which had necessitated that they be found in the first place. The practical programme that Dury and other newly uncertain Judeo-centrists were advocating was strikingly similar to that used by Eliot in his missionary activities among the Native Americans. While the idea of a miraculous conversion of the Jews was not abandoned, England was no longer seen as its likely site. 106 The reality of an unconverted Jewish population in England led to writers adopting increasingly practical schemes for introducing them to Christianity. Evangelisation could only proceed through separation: the merging of cultural identities was a constant fear in both England and New England. 107 Both Indians and "the harvest begins to increase upon those few labourers hands". 108 When the Jews came in,
Hall argued, they must be given leave: "to bring in their scruples they have against Christ, and [the king] should appoint men to satisfie their doubts, give them leave… to read the New Testament, and compare Christian principles with their principles". 109 Hall was also a supporter of the Jewish Indian theory, using both Ben Israel's work and "learned Travellers
[who] rationally conjectured, that those Natives in New-England are some of the Ten Tribes". 110 The Jews, in having the advantage of literacy and "civilization", might prove easier to convert than the Native Americans according to these writers, but fundamentally both were to be converted in the same way. These discussions provide an interesting example of the way in which ideas and practices from the plantations could be applied in the homeland -something implied in the flow of ideas, people, and correspondence in both directions across the ocean, but often difficult to illustrate with concrete examples. inversion and modification of a Gavin Langmuir's "chimerical" antisemitism.
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As Langmuir defines it, antisemitism projects certain negative attributes upon the Jews as an imaginary group who can then be blamed for any number of demonic actions (crucifying children, poisoning wells etc.). 115 In Tartary. Christian eschatological fantasies of Jewish conversion and restoration were flexible, and not dependent on any particular political reality. These expectations could easily be supported by (and act as supports for) favourable political circumstances, or conversely, be reworked to become a powerful hope for change in less propitious situations. As often in the history of apocalyptic speculation, as beliefs appeared to be disconfirmed, new interpretations of scripture and changing political events allowed the belief to be maintained with minor modifications. 116 As the chaos of the 1650s gave way to a new set of challenges in the next decades, writers across the English Atlantic maintained their eschatological hope, continuing to watch for "God's ancient people to come in, that there may be no more wrath upon the face of the earth". 
